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Set A

braverism Morrible: “I’ve striven to ensure that all of Oz knows the story of your braverism!”
confusifying Glinda: “That’s a good question, one that many people find confusifying.”
decipherate Morrible: “Don’t be discouraged if you cannot decipherate it, dearie.”
definish Morrible: “With a talent like yours, dear, there is / A definish chance…”
degreenify Elphaba (quoting the Wizard): “Would it be all right by you / If I degreenify you?”
discoverate Glinda: “Oh, but you shouldn’t have come! If anyone discoverates you…”
disgusticified Chorus: “Poor Galinda, forced to reside / With someone so disgusticified”

Set B

disturberance Morrible: “I heard there was some sort of disturberance in class.”
encouragerize Nessarose: “Boq was too shy to ask me at first, but once Galinda encouragerized him…”
Galindafied Fiyero: “Nothing, it’s just…You’ve been Galindafied!”
gratitution Galinda: “Oh, Madame! A training wand! How can I ever express my gratitution?”
hideodious Galinda: “My granny is always buying me the most hideodious hats.”
horrendible Nessarose: “This is all your fault! If you hadn’t shown me that horrendible book.”
moodified Glinda: “He’s distant, and moodified, and he’s been thinking, which really worries me.”

Set C

outuendo Glinda: “Because there has been somuch rumor and speculation—innuendo, outuendo…”
Ozmopolitan Glinda: “The hustle and bustle! It’s all so…Ozmopolitan!”
rejoicify Glinda: “Let us rejoicify that goodness could subdue /Thewickedworkings of you-know-

who”
scandalacious Galinda: “He is that Winkie prince whose reputation is so scandalacious!”
surreptitially Morrible: “Where she had been hiding / Surreptitially”
swankified Fiyero: “What’s the most swankified place in town?”
thrillifying Morrible: “Oh, I have thrillifying news!”

1The 2003 Broadway musical is loosely based on Maguire, Gregory. 1996. Wicked: The life and times of the Wicked Witch
of the West. New York: ReganBooks. However, Oz-speak was an innovation of the musical’s book writer (Holzman) and com-
poser/lyricist (Schwartz). These words were compiled in a “glossararium” in the appendix of Coté, David. 2005. Wicked: The
Grimmerie. New York: Hyperion.
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